function of t and w: in thin, narrow wires the DW is transverse, but it transitions to a vortex shape in thicker, wider wires 1, 2 . We estimate the DW type in our devices using micromagnetic modeling. We model wire sections 4 nm × 2 μm × 400 nm, with standard material parameters for , and a small random anisotropy of 100 J m -3 . We initialize the simulation with either a transverse or vortex DW and allow the energy to relax. The DW type with lower final total energy of the system, E, is the more energy-favorable type. a, b shows a top-down micromagnetic image of the w = 400 nm wire initialized with a transverse DW and a vortex DW, respectively. We find E transverse = 5.17 aJ and E vortex = 5.67 aJ. Thus, we predict that a transverse DW is the lower energy configuration. While these wires are fairly wide due to constraints in multiple alignments during fabrication, the CoFeB layer is thin enough that a transverse DW is more favorable. This is most likely because the initialization field does not always place the DW in the exact same pinning site. But, after driving the DW and MTJ in +H, the depinning behavior is repeatable in -H. 
